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On behalf of __________ Mary Smith, APSA, EPSA ___________ for FPSA (Honors)  Page 5

Proposer’s Name __________ John Baxter, FPSA ___________

For a Candidate for APSA, do not include this page.
For a Candidate for FPSA, HonPSA, or HonFPSA, provide this summary page of information submitted previously in support of the proposal for their current Honor (e.g., proposal for FPSA has a one-page summary of key service credentials from the Candidate’s proposal for APSA).  Form HC-104, “Candidate’s Record,” should follow this page and begin with page 6.

Note: If the Candidate is not aware of the proposal and/or if the Proposer does not have information on the credentials used to support the previous honor, the Proposer should simply report the citation published in the PSA Journal (usually the September, October, or November issue) summarizing the Candidate’s credentials for the most recent Honor received.

I do not have access to the proposal for Mary’s APSA, which she received in 2011. I have reproduced the citation for her APSA:

Mary Smith, PPSA, has been elected an Associate for her outstanding leadership and superb organizational skills as Co-Chairman for the Oklahoma Exhibition; her assistance with the PSA Permanent Print Collection; as member of the PSA Honors Committee; as the CPID Galaxy Awards Director; for service to the Oklahoma Camera Club and the Gulf States Camera Club Council; and for her activities as judge and international exhibitor.

Signature of Proposer __________ John Baxter ___________
Date  December 15, 2021

By signing here, I state that I am knowledgeable about this candidate’s record and verify its accuracy.